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• 	
• 	Abatract 	• 	•. 

A device to de&cribed whicb -stabilizes the energy of the 32 Mev linear 
accelerator to within * 40 kev.'Energy control is obtained by slightly detuning 
he ri cavity with a rotating paddle. 
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ENERy STABILIZATION OF THE BR.KELEY PROTON LINEAR ACCELERATOR 

H.B. Knowles 

Radiation Laboratory 

	

• 1 	 University of California 

	

• 	 Berkeley, California 

July 9, 1957 

INTRODUCTION 

Diring some preliminary experiments on the reaction C' 2  (pj a.)B 9  with 32 

Mev protons from the Berkeley linear accelerator, it became apparent that small 

variations in the proton energy were creating serious difficulties. The high re- 

action threshold and the low mass ratio of the product nuclei acted together to cause 

the laboratory energy of the alpha particle to vary by an amount almost equal to the 

variation of the proton energy, when the alpha particle was counted at angles lees 

than 30 0 . Because differential range analysts of the alpha-particle energy spectrum 

was used in order to discriminate against scattered protons, and the differential 

range element was quite éhin (0.75 mg/cm 2) to provide for good resolution, a shift 

of 100 Key in the beam energy (1/3 016) caused a shift of almost one range channel. 

Under these conditions,, Ltwas.tmposeible to resOlve the first excited level of B 9  

(at 2.37 Mev) over the continuum' of alpha particles which begins under the ground 

state peak of B9 . 

Beam energy variation at the 32 Mev linear accelerator has been observed 

before, but usually was an Insignificant effect compared to the instrumental resolu-

tion, whtch was largely determined by the proton straggling In differential range 

experiments, or by the ecintiUator response spread In pulse-height analysis methods. 

These effects are both of the order of 4%. The energy change was therefore not well 

understood, and consequently a study of its probable causes was made. Of the 

observable parameters, the following were found to be the most significant: 

(a) The plate voltage at the oscillator power, supplies, which has occasionally 

been observed to change spontaneously by about 250 volts from a mean value of 

14.5 kilovolta. Crude measurements indicated that a change of this size would produce 

75 key change in the beam energy, in the same direction as the plate voltage variation. 

'JIB. Reynolds, Ph. Rev. 98. 1289 (1955). 
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Temperature changes of the machine itself may cause small variattons in 

the geometry of the copper ltner and consequently change the local rf tuning of the 

cavity. These temperature changes may be induced by a .sudden load on the cooling 

system by an Increase of ambient temperature in the building, and, possibly, by 

ri sparking inside the liner. Energy thanges almost always appeared alter sparking 

had occurred. No corràlation of temperature variation with the direction of beam 

energy change could be made. 

The positIon of the exit "end tuner" (last haU-drilt tube) was found to be 

a powerful control on the beam energy, which increased, as the end tuner was pushed 

in (i.e., as the cavity was capacitivelytoaded) and decreased as it.wae pulled out. 

The end tuner position is normally not changed except when the cavity is being 

retuned alter it has been opened, but ftwae in this instance being considered as a 

control device. However, severe backlash in the control gearing made this 

impossible. 

Certain other possible causes of energy variation were found éo.b.ave little or 

no effect. For exampLe, extreme variation of the Van do Greaff injection energy 

appear.d to have no effect On the exit energy of the protons from the linear 

accelerator tank. 

It was clearly impracticable to use temperature as a servomechanism control, 

and it proved to be very dIfficult technically to servo-control the plate voltage 

(although invërse.feedback plate voltage regulation with .  simultaneous maintenance 

of constant temperature might uittmately be the beat solution). These two param.. 

etors were believed to be responsible for most of the trouble, because energy varia-

tion was observed to occur in a sudden discrete step, rather than as a dEift. It 

was therefore decided to install a aeparate control device which would be totally 

independent of the noizual operation of the machine and powerful enough to com-

pensate such energy variation as one would normally encounter. 

APPARAT US 

General-Feedback Circuit 

The model for the energy stablliser was that designed by Scbrank 2  for the 

Princeton cyclotron. As in the case of the Princeton instrument, an argon-filled 

ionization chamber collects positive ion currents on two electrodes. When the 

terminal peak of ionization from a sample of coulomb-scattered protons is centered 

20. Schrank, Rev. Sci., Inetr. 26; 677 (1955). 
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between the electrodes by changing the absorber In front of the ionization chamber, 

	

the two currente (each of the order of, 10 11  amp) 	are matched in a difference 

amplifier. The output of the difference amplifier is then connected to an energy-

correcting device and the servo loop is completed. 

Certain modifications in the Princeton stabilizer were needed, the most obvious 

of which was in the energy-correcting device. It Was  suggested by Dr. L: W. 

Alvarez that a paddle in the side of the rf cavity would load it inductively and thuè 

reduce the energy of the beam' alightly If the normal to such a paddle is parallel 

to axis of the cavity, (at the 1,00  position") the paddle lies along an equipotential 

and has no effect, but if it is rotated 900,  it interferes with the periheral magnetic 

field and thus reduces the central electric field that performs the acceleration 

This method proved to be quite successful.  

The ionization chamber is positioned outside the- scattering chamber and below 

the beam, 9•50  from the incident direction. (Schrarik put his ionization chamber 

inside the scattering chamber.) The platinum scattering foil I. tapd{1 to the 

aluminum exit foil of the scattering chamber. It does not scatter any particles into 

the alpha detector, an advantage somewhat offset by e ,. necessity of passing the 

proton beam through it few inches of air as part of the total range, thereby 

introducing some uncertainty into the energy measurement. 

The difference amplifier design makes use of a Btandard electrometer technique 

to eliminate input cable capacitance and can therefore be placed in the counting area 

for convenient adjustment. Its long time constant (ten seconds) introduces an 

osciUation in the main servo loop unless its output is attenuated. The attenuation 

is performed on a "master energy-control panel" before the output is fed into the 

chopper-amplifier that controls the eervomotor which drives the paddle. The 

master energy-control panel also carries the absorber-whe&hic ontrol. Figure 1 

shows the important components of the energy stabilizing feed back ioop. 

Because the paddle is not powerful enough to control all energy variations 

encountered, limit switches (not 'shown on Fig. 1.)  are provided at the 00  and 900 
 

poeition. These are to keep the paddle out of a positive feedback condition. Closing 

either of the limit switches automatically disconnects the input to the chopp fter. 

The experimenter must then throw the main switch from "Ionization chamber" position 

to the "Manuat" position, (thus going over to another servo loop) and then momentarily 

reset the broken connection until the paddle rotates out of the extreme position. The 

second srvo loop is also indicated on Fig. 1. It compares the voltage taken from a 
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potentiometer geared to the paddle to another voltage taken from a potentiometer 

on the master panel. The latter voltage opposes the first in polarity and both 

voltages are read through voltmeters whose dials are calibrated to read directly 

• in degrees of paddle position. At all times the true paddle position is in&cated 

by the meter, reading the voltage from the paddle box. The other voltmeter show. 
• the position to which the paddle can be set when the main switch is in the "Manual" 

position. Direct control of the paddle is thb. provided. 

The "main switch" Is actually two relays with coaxial cable connections, and 

the transfer from "Manual" to "lonisation chanberU can be performed automatically 

by a 110 v signal from the flip gate Of the linear accelerator, sothat the paddle is 

controlled either by the beam U the flip gate is open or by the manually set 

• potentiometer If the flip gate is closed and the beam ls.tnterrupted. Such automatic 

transfer of control is a great convenience to the experimenter, whose attention is 
required elsewhere when the beam is Interrupted. * 

GompOnet 
Paddle. 

The paddle was made of 1/4 Inch copper and is 3 inches wide by 4-1/2 inches 

long. The width is limited by the diam ter of the aperture through which it is 

introduced into the cavity, and the length by the necessity of staying within about 
5 inches from the edge of the cavity. Beyond this limit it would begin to have a 

serious detuning effect on the cavity, unless some rather inconvenient compensating 

adjustments are made. It was ineárted into the uext.to the last oscIllator port on 

the south side of the machine. All rf oscillators are now on the north side a4d the 
unused south ports are bl&nked off by threaded cppper plugs screwed into porte 

which are soldered to the rf liner. One of these plugs wae drilled to receIve the 

The servomotor used was a Minneapolts.Honeywefl t No. 767503, Serial 6-51 

(13.5 watts) controlled by a Brown "Electrontk" Amplifier Unit No.. 356358.1., If 

the input is disconnected, the great sensitivity of the:lattsr Unit accepts veiy Small 

stray currents and the se!vomotor tends to autorotate slowly. If left very lon g \jn  

this conditon, the eervomotor might damage the indicating potentiometer. beeauio of 

the large mechanical advantage of the reduction gearing. It is therefore always \\ 
dentrto  to have one of the feedback loop, completed The Input interruption whn 

a limit switch I. cløsed is always correctedat once and does not constitute dangei 
to the system 
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paddle shaft, and the paddle grounded to the liner by a set of ii fingers cut into 
one and of an "Everdur "bearing sleeve which is tightly fastened to the copper plug. 

The Lingers make contact with the outside of the paddle hub and are silver plated. 

as are the paddle and hub. A smaUcoUar is fastened by a setscrerto the i/z 

Inch stalnle:ss steel shaft and keeps the paddle, plug and bearing assembly together; 
it also prevents the paddle from being pulled in when the tank is evacuated. The 

paddle, bearing and copper plug can thus be pro-assembled and then screwed to 

the rf liner with a special wrench A Wilson seal, soldered to the solid brass plate 
which te then sealed to the existing vacuum tank port, provides a vacuum seal for 
the paddle shaft and a second bearing surLac. A crude set of copper rI fingers are 

next fastened to the shaft outside the Wilson seal and make contact with the latter. 
This is necessary because the shaft length is almost 1/4 wave length (14.6 inches) 

and in the event of fatlure of the internal ground, some protection must be given to 

the electrical equipment. A frame containing the gears, servomot or recording 

• 

	

	potentiometer and limt switchea is then bolted to 'the brass plate, aud finally the 

driving gear is fastened by a Bet-screw securely to the paddle shaft, after it has 

been rotated to the coErect position with respect to the potentiometer. Finally, 

the gear frame is covered with a copper shield (to keep out stray currents and 

dust) and the paddle assembly is complete. Water cooling wa originally provided 

through the hollow paddle shaft but proved to be unnecessary. The paddle and its 

associated equipment are shown in Fig. 2. 

nization Chamber 

The relatively large øtraggling spread of the Ionization peak of 32 Mev protons 

near their mean range required that' a considerable "thicker" ionization chamber 
be used than was possible In the case of 17 Mev protons. Space in the scattering 

chamber is limited, and therefore the ionization chamber was placed outside where 

it accepts protons elastically scattered from a 0.25 mit Pt foil taped to the exit 

foil of the scattering chamber. 'Since the beam was to be subsequently integrat4' 

iii a Faraday cup which had to be positioned just' beyond the ionization chamber and 

its mounting, and the Coulomb scatte4n g from 'the platinum felt spreads the beam 

size in direct proportion to the distance of 'the Faraday cup, it was dectded to 

'!condense" the ionization peak by pressurizing the argon gas In the chamber to 

abOut 30 psig, thereby roughly tripling the S. T. P. 'density of the argon. The 

iOnization chamber is appro$mately 10 inches long, with the accepting aperture 

10 inches from the platinum foil, so that the Faraday cup could be brought to within 'two 
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feet of the exit end of the icatterittg chamber. At this distance the beam is spread 

to approximately .7/8 inch In diameter or about one quarter of the aperture of the 

cup used, so that no significant part of the beam was expected to be lost. This was 

experimcntaliy verified. 

The chamber was constructed primarily of 3/16 brass plate, which Is thick 

enoughi to keep out any protons which might be back scattered from the Faraday 

cup, .and strong enough to meet the positive pressure requirement.. The apertures 

collecting and collimating the Coulomb- scattered protons are alit-shaped rather 

than round, in order that a large current can be collected while restricting the verti-

cal sts of the chamber so that it can be positioned at a small angle to the beam. 

The ftte. slit was milled in the trout plate of the chamber (to which a carefully 

rneaeure4 aluminum plate was sealed with an 0-ring) and the second .lit is located 

In a 1/2 inch polystyrene block which is an Integral part of the electrode aupport. 

The ollector electrodes are each about one inch long in the beam direction and 

two inch4 wide. The two collectors are separated frOm each other by an inter-

mediate Vounded  guard electrode In order to increase, the sensitivity of response 

to beam ejiergy shift, and a similar grounded guard electrode is at either end. 

The vertial separatIon between the high voltage plate and the collectors Is one inch, 

which is eough to keep the primary protons away from the collectors. The 

internal gometry of the ionization chamber is shown in Fig. 3, and is predicated on 

an argon 1eneity of exactLy 5.00 mg/cm3 . Figure 41s a plot of the calculated ion 

density per proton together with the endpoint probability, uairg a gaussian end-

point probability distribution with a standard deviation of 22.0 mg/era 2  in argon. 

This value is derived 'from the inherent 100 key total beam energy spread (uE 3 .SO 
cm argon at 15°  C and 1 atmosphere) and a standard deviation of range straggling 

equal to 1.38% with an 866 cm range in argon (o = 12.0 cm argon). The resulting 

total standard deviation Is about 12.8 cm or almost 22 mg/cm of argon. The louts- 

at*on density is calculated from a numerIcal fold of the individual proton Bragg curve 

with the end point probability, as described by Schrank. At mean range, the ioniza-

tion, density is 78% of the maximum ionization density, in excellent agreement with 

the analytically calculated value of 82% presented by Mather and Segr'ë. 4  

0. Mtllburu and L. Schecter. 110raphs of RMS Multiple Scattering and Range 

Straggling for High Energy Charged ?articles." UniversIty of California Radiation 

Laboratory report, TJCRL- 2234. 

4R. Mather and E. Segr, Phys. Rev. 84, 191 (1951). 
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All electrodes are made of polished stainless steel. They are posit oned by. 

- a polystyrene frame and the whole electrode assembly is mounted on the cover 

plate. High resistance electiical connectors for the high voltage electrode and 

the two collectors were made through machined plugs of cast £pou which were 

pressure-sealed to the chamber by modified 3/8 Inch UCRL "water fittings", as 

shown in .Fig. S. Such connections are mechanically much stronger than Kovar 
insulators, and permit preliminary evacuation of the chamber, followed by a 

filling to two atmospheres positive pressure. The wires are led to electrometer 

cable connectors inside a copper shield. The high voltage electrode is normatly 

operated at + 1000 v, which was found 'e4erimentally to be well above the 

eaturation voltage. 

Evacuation and filling of the chamber is performed through a manifold 

• conectea to an argon bottle and a mechanical vacuum pump, A calibrated reftg- 
eratiougauge and a blowout foil are always in direct contact with the chamber.. 

• By consulting a thermometer and a barometer an attempt has been made to adjust 
• the argon density to 5.00 mg/cm 3  at each filling, and to maintain this density. 

However, it has proved to be very difficult in practice and the argon thickuef s is 
the least reliable component of the total range measurement. 

The argon amounts to about 20% of the proton range. All of the rest of the 

range is in aluminum, except for the platinum aeatter$ng foil and the 10 inches of 
air. The alumlnwn plate which is sealed to the front of the chamber comprises 

almost all of the aluminum absorber, and Is augmented. by a few pieces of 5 mit 

aluminum foil taped to the outside. The variable absorber is mounted on two 

wheels placed just in front of the ionization chamber. Both.wheels have eleven 
positions, one in tens of mg/cm2irom 0 to 100 mg/cm2  and the other in units 

of mg/cm2  from 0 to 9 mg/cm 2  with the eleventh positlo& balding approximately 

700 mgcm 2. This latter position keeps all direct protona out of the chamber and 

permits an-examination of.backgronnd in4uced currentS from the collectors when 

the beam is on. (The small 'dark" curreflts which have been observed are pràbably 
caused by 4.43 Mev gamma rays comIng from -the carbon beam stopper In the 

FaradAy cup. A few inches of lead between the cup and the ionization chamber. -' 

substantially reducest the dark currents.) 
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Difference Amplifier 

Initial attempts to use a replica of the difference amplifier in operation at 

Princeton failed because of its lack of stability. A modified circuit was deelgned, 
wicb has proved to be very satisfactory. (See Fig. 6). its basic form 10 sub-

staittiatly that of Schrank'e ingenious circuit. The new difference amplifier has the 
following properties: 

1... The first stage Is necessarily an electrometer tube because of the need 

for a ery low grid current. By using each input CK5886 as a cathode follower, it 
is poasble to feed back essentIally 100 1% of the voltage on the grid to the intermediate 
shield of a double.sbe1deciñ1* whose center wire carries the signal from the 

correepnding collector of the ionization chamber. In this way the cable capacItance 

is eliminated and the cable can be made as tong as Is necessary to put the differ-

ence amplifier in the counting area, in which location it can be adjusted while the 

beam is entering the target area. The uncompensated capacitance of the electrodes 
and wiresin the ionization chamber itself is of the order of 5 pf and may be 
Ignored. 

Z. The 10-second time coost*nt that is required to smooth out rate flutu-

tios in the ionization chamber can be kept constant white the grid resistor is 

varied, by switching both CK5886 grids to any of the three sets of capacitors and 

reetetore. in the low cross section (p, a) experiment described, the 10 9-ohm or 
10..ohm resistors, were normally used, but the present amplifier can be used 

with a beam reduced by a factor of 50 or more. 

3 The first stage of difference arnpUfication takes place In the CK5755 twin 

triode, which is a premium tube (manufactured by Raytheon) whose two sides are 

remarkably similar. it is not necessary to select two input tubes of nearly equiva-
lent characteristics, which is a very tedious process. 

4. As constaiit-cu'rent devices, the two Sides of the LZAD?, another relatively 
new premium twin triode, are notably stable. The 1ZAD7 0 * can be replaced by 
IZAX7's, which are identical, except in quality.: 

• 5.' The input-itage filament supplies and their screen-grid biases are 

provided by small mercury batteries. The filament batteries can be used for a 

month of steady operation. For electrometer.tube uiiamertts, - batteriea are bel1ved 
to be far superior to aq, transformer supply, however well regulated. 

6. Provision was made for a set of test input equals 
i .beu ut4 with which the operation of the circuit can be quIckly checked. The 
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microammeter in the output line was added to facilitate adjustment to a balanced 

COndSUOn, so that the difference amplifier can be seroed without external counections. 

7.. The response curve is shows in Fig. Z. The gain along the linear portion 

of the curve is about 0.30 ,ia/mv of difference in Input signal., and the response to 

common mode is approximately 2.5 pa/v of common input, so that the common-mode 

rejecdon to about 100. With input resistors of 10 ohms on the CK5886 grids, the 

amplification factor of the çu;rentdUference is 3 x 10 
6• It should be noted that the 

respOnse saturates at about 8.5 pa output in either direction. However, the amplifier' 

servo4otor system, which is the next stage in the servo loop, reaches its maximum 

output t an input current of about 6 pa. 

• M tr\EIksrv Control Panel 

T4e circuit diagram for the energy control panel (excluding the absorber 

Wheel c4trols) is shown in P'ig. 8 along with the connecting paddle-box circuits. 

It .hould)be noted that the "ground' 1  connections at the paddle are not made to the 

- gear frare (which I., at the potential of the linear accelerator tank) but through one 

strand of a five-wire àabie to ground to the rack potential in the counting area. 

Occasinnal large ground currents near the machine are thus kept out of the circuit. 

OPE&XrION 

In practice, the paddle ii first mamially posttioned at about 300, the beam 

• turned on, and the absorber wheels rotated until balance of the ionization chamber 

• currents is observed. The paddle is ewitched to ionization chamber control and the 

damping adjustment used to reduce oscillations. From mean position the absorber 

wheels are then rOtated 3 mg/cm 2  in either direction (the proton energy equivalent 

is e 45 key) and the motion of the paddle examined to make sure that all components 

are tnterlocked proper*%. If the cuergy..shUts enough so that the paddle control 

(about 250 kiev) is inadequate, a new absorbs: value is put in position. Care 1s taken 

to run alt important features of the dtfferontial range distribution ai the same 

absorber value. 
An absolute raàge measurement of the beam was not possible because proton 

ranges in this energy region are not known very well, and also because of the pre-

viouaiy mentioned uncertainty In the density of the argon. However, relative 

nges of the proton energy (ai calculated from the C  p oB alpha particle 

peak) agreed very we with the same changes a measured by the absorber wheels. 

If done with the same flung of argon. 
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Routine checks were made every few hours on the argon density, and, about 

twice a day, on the balance of the difference irnplifier. The tatter was very stable. 

and, often stayed in balaftce for two days without adjustment. 

DISCUSSION 

The stabilization obtained can be read from the paddle posItion meter. The 

estimated stabilization of the beam energy is w4tllht± 30 key Some unavoidable 

.;'mo.mode response to beam intensity fluctUation may cause a 20 key abift In 

thà 'stable position of the paddle. The resultant stabilization is certainly good to 

± 40 key. 

No attempt has been made to.Improve the stabilizer because it has so far 

been used only on the alpha-particle experiment, and it was adequate for the needs 

of this experiment. For example, the first excited level of B 9 was readily detected 

at small angles aftei the introductiOn of the stabilizer. 

Certain improvements-are indicated for a really precise Instrument. The 

new proton range-energy values of Biachel et al 5  should be extended experimentally 

to the 32 Mev energy region. Yellowing a suggestion by Btchsel, 6 the writer 

would insert the bulk of the range between the two Ionization chamber., thus 
comparing the proton ionzaUon density at essentially full energy with the ionization 

density somewhat beyond the mean range. Such an arrangement would, allow the 

ionization chambers to be at atmospheric preeure (with lass resulting uncertainty 

in argon density and also a much smaller fraction of the range in argon), and, have 

only one stable position (the present .ystm might pàBelbly be brought to balance U 

the vartable absorber is much less than the mean range. so  that the ionization curvea 

is relatively flat). It would also be more compact, although the collected currents 

would be smaller by a factor Of almost tea. 

Another change indicated is the use of a larger paddle, with consequently 

greater energy control. To do thi. it would be necessary to insert it from Inside 

the linear accelerator when the tank Is open. A paddle with 400 to 500 key control 

would handle almost any normal energy change encountered. The existing paddle 

might be slightly more effective If It were moved closer to the exit end, I. e., the 

last port, but this has not been trIed. 

5H. Bichiet, R. F. Mozeley, and W. A. Mon, Phys. Rev. 105, 1188 (1957). 

-Bicheel, The Rice Institute, Private communication (1956 ). 
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• 	 : 	.. 	Figure Captions 

Fig. ,  1 Energy stabt4izer in schematic form 

Fig 2. Paddle and its associated gearbox, mounted in position 

Fig 3 Internal geometry of the ionization chamber.  

Fig 4• : Ionization density and end-point probability for 32-Mev protonS stopping 

• in argon. l and I 2 represent the currents from collectors No. 1 and No. 2 

(respectively) in the balanced condItion, aesumg an argon density of 5.00 

mg/cm . 
Fig. S. High resistance connectors for the ionization chamber. 

• 	Fig.. 4. Difference amplifier. 
Fig. 7. Difference ampli(ier response at one meg ohm oi4put resistance 

Fig 8 Master enery control panel and associated circuits The component 

values, are given below. 

R 1 , R2 	 100 0 (SW) "Helipot" 

R3 , R4 	 50.0 (2W) potentiometer 

ft5 , R6 	 150 0 (LW) 

R7,W 	 10K7WW 

R9,R0. 	•.- 	ww 
10 MO potentiometer 

• 	
. 	

iMO 

C 1 , C 2 	 500 ,dd(etectroWtic) 

C 3  C4 	 1000 dd electrolyttc') 

M 1!  M2 	 0- 1 ma ammeter 

• • 10-0- 10jaammeter 

	

S • 	"Coaxwitch" 	 • 

84 	 N. C. pushbutton iwitch 

	

• 	110 v/Z? v C.T. transformer. 
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